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DGLAP in e+p collisions at HERA









Saturation at EIC
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Pocket formula:
Gold: A=197,  x 197 times smaller!

Model-I: bSat,    Model-II: rcBK
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How do gluons saturate? 
How are gluons distributed? 
How are gluons fluctuating?

In Nuclei and Protons





DIS ep and eA



diffraction ep and eA







how to measure t=(PA-PA’)2

need to measure PA’

coherent case:  A’ disappears down beam pipe
incoherent case: cannot measure all beam remnants

only possibility: Exclusive diffraction
e+A → e’+VM+A’
t=(PVM+Pe’-Pe)2

e e’

p/A p’/A’

rapidity gap

t=(p-p’)2

Q2

Vector 
meson/DVCS

γ









Incoherent Scattering

complete set

nucleus dissociates (       ):
Good, Walker:

the incoherent CS is the variance of the amplitude!!



Eccentricity and the spatial distribution

Sensitive to early interactions and 

pressure gradients

Ideal hydrodynamics, v2  spatial eccentricity ∝ ε:

v2/ε versus particle density is sensitive test if system approaches 
ideal hydrodynamic

Bhalerao,  Blaizot, Borghini and Ollitrault, 
Phys. Lett. B 627 (2005) 49
Luzum and Romatschke, Phys. Rev. C 78, 034915 

S transverse area, h  hydro limit of v2/ε and 
B ∝ η/s Shear Viscosity/Entropy Density 



The question is what is ε?
RHIC & LHC: low-pT realm driven 
almost entirely by glue

 ⇒ spatial distribution of glue in nuclei?

Two methods for ε:
‣Glauber (non-saturated)? 
‣CGC (saturated)?
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Fluctuations

Glauber 
(Woods-Saxon)

KLN(CGC)

IP-Glasma

Schenke, Tribedy, Venugopalan arXiv:1202.6646



EIC predictions: 
Physics Event Generator 
Sartre

Exclusive Diffractive 
Vector Meson and 
DVCS production in 
ep and eA

TT and T. Ullrich, 
Exclusive diffractive pro
cesses in electron-ion co
llisions

Phys. Rev. C 87, 024913 
(2013)
 arXiv:1211.3048

TT and T. Ullrich, 
The dipole model Monte Carlo 
generator Sartre 1

Comput.Phys.Commun. 185 
(2014) 1835-1853
 arXiv:1307.8059

http://inspirehep.net/record/1202512
http://inspirehep.net/record/1202512
http://inspirehep.net/record/1202512
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1211.3048
http://inspirehep.net/record/1245276
http://inspirehep.net/record/1245276
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1307.8059


Sartre dipole model with glauber bSat and bNonSat

Glauber 
(Woods-Saxon)
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ϕ
J/ψ

Sartre dipole model with glauber bSat and bNonSat



























Recent work on 
Fluctuations

Heikki Mäntysaari, Björn Schenke (Brookhaven Natl. Lab.)Phys.Rev. D94 (2016) no.3, 034042 

Two different fluctuations: 
Around low scale partons 
+ Saturation Scale

In Nuclei: 
Nucleon Configuration Fluctuations
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Ongoing Work: Inclusive Diffraction
Investigating the Proton Size & Shape in 

the Dipole Model
Making a new fit for the dipole model parameters to combined HERA data for:

Inclusive DIS

Inclusive Diffraction

F
2
 charm

Sartre 2: Inclusive and Exclusive Diffraction



Ongoing work: Sartre can soon be used for UPC at RHIC and LHC 



Summary
The EIC will profoundly impact our understanding of QCD, with its high 
energy, its polarised beams, its versatility in accelerating different nuclear 
species, and its high luminosity.

ep: Precision studies of PDFs, TMDs, and GPDs will lead to the most 
comprehensive picture of the nucleon ever: its flavor, spin, spatial and 
momentum structure and parton fluctuations

eA: Unprecedented study of matter in a new regime where physics is not 
described by “ordinary” QCD: non-linear QCD (saturation) effects, properties 
of gluon distribution (momentum and space), in nucleons and nuclei, as well 
as their fluctuations due to different effects. 
Only way to measure nuclear initial state.

Sartre: Simulates exclusive diffractive ep and eA, as well as UPC in pA and 
AA.

Sartre 2 will be an event generator for inclusive diffractive DIS as well.

This physics is tied to a future high energy polarised Electron Ion 
Collider and cannot be done without it.
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